
The COVID-19 pandemic is placing enormous burdens on 
all of us and especially on you as a healthcare provider, 
administration, or authority. The first vaccines became 
available at the end of 2020. However, vaccine availability 
is just one aspect of population vaccination management 
and health authorities or institutions are facing several 
challenges: Governments need to protect citizens although 
the supply of vaccines is still limited. Vaccine providers 
are facing high administrative efforts in scheduling and 
prioritizing patients. And overall, there is a need to adjust 
to a rapidly changing epidemiological situation.

Vaccellent is an intelligent cloud-based vaccination solution 
that helps you to manage, operate, and coordinate the 
optimized distribution and utilization of COVID-19 vaccines.

Vaccellent allows you to:

• manage vaccine distribution effectively through 
adaptive AI-based analytics which empower data-
driven decisions

• operate vaccination procedures efficiently with 
stream lined patient scheduling and simplified vaccine 
inventory management to optimize your clinical 
workflow

• coordinate doses and dates, patients and places 
seem lessly with high transparency enabled by real-
time data

Customer Services

Vaccellent
Your digital solution for effective and 
intelligent vaccination management
siemens-healthineers.com/vaccellent

“Vaccellent is intuitive to use. I can immediately see 
what I’m looking for. This saves time. I found that 
Vaccellent is easy to handle for different users – 
everybody intuitively knew what to do next without 
special training. For me as an administrator also 
responsible for coordinating fluctuating groups  
of staff, such as students, this saves a lot of time.  
Well done!“ 
Christian Rohmer,  
Technical Lead, Vaccination Center Erlangen
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Results shown on the Vaccellent Dashboard are based on simulations 
with an AI-algorithm that has been trained and verified using available 
data. As yet, only artificial data (no real data) is available for the 
optimized vaccination strategy. In the future, the algorithm will be 
verified and updated using available new data.

The products/features and/or service offerings (here mentioned) are  
not commercially available in all countries and/or for all modalities. If the 
services are not marketed in countries due to regulatory or other reasons, 
the service offering cannot be guaranteed. Please contact your local 
Siemens Healthineers organization for further details.

The statements by Siemens Healthineers’ customers described herein  
are based on results that were achieved in the customer’s unique setting. 
Since there is no “typical” hospital and many variables exist (e.g., hospital 
size, case mix, level of IT adoption) there can be no guarantee that other 
customers will achieve the same results.
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Vaccellent Dashboard enables  
you to immediately judge the 
expected effectiveness of different 
distribution scenarios and take  
data-driven decisions.

Vaccellent Operations reduces 
manual effort and supports you  
in utilizing vaccines efficiently  
by simplifying the organizational 
workflow.

AI-based simulations of different 
distribution scenarios and the 
expected impact on the cumulated 
infection rate help you save critical 
time in making fast, confident 
decisions.

Holistic workflow from registration 
to reporting is synchronized with 
your vaccine inventory so that  
you always know which vaccines  
are available.

Vaccellent Dashboard
AI-based decision support for governments and health authorities

Vaccellent Operations
Streamlined workflow solution for vaccine providers

Vaccellent is based on the proven teamplay digital health platform from Siemens Healthineers and is accessible 24/7 
via any laptop or PC, requires no further hardware installation, and is designed with data privacy and cybersecurity 
by design and default. Independent of vaccine producer, it is compatible with current and future COVID-19 vaccines. 


